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Contact Information 

KESPm Fiber optic cable  

Construction detail 

1. Central loose tube containing optical fibers  

2. Aramid yarns as tensile strength reinforcement 

3. Corrugated Steel Tape (CST) as a complete anti-rodent protection 

4. Polyethylene sheath  

**TELNET, as manufacturer, designs and manufacture cables based on customer require-

ments, offering additional configurations to the ones used in the datasheets. For further 

information, please contact TELNET: telnet@telnet-ri.es  

Application 

Metallic armoured cable with aramid yarns reinforcement, designed to be used in 
directly buried installations or ducts where a high mechanical resistance and anti-
rodent protection is required. 

Colour code and marking 

To be defined based on customer requirements 

Rodent resistant 

To guarantee the resistance to rodents, TELNET uses corrugated steel tape ar-
mouring, which provides an optimal protection. 

Integrability 

This solution can be complemented with the rest of TELNET FTTH portfolio: drop 
cables, splitters, loose tube cable for trunk and access network, termination 
boxes, splice closures, microcables, drop cables and patchcords. 

Dimensions, weight, and structure** 
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Designed for installation without external protection 

The steel armouring provides a high mechanical resistance to impacts and crus-
hes, important factors when the cable is not protected by ducts, such as directly 
buried cable. 
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